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Abstract

Deep learning models are susceptible to adversarial attacks, highlighting the critical need for enhanced adversarial robustness. Recent studies have shown that minor alterations to the input can significantly affect the model’s prediction accuracy, making it prone to such attacks. In our study, we present the Delta Data Augmentation (DDA) technique, a novel approach to improving transfer adversarial robustness by using perturbations derived from models trained to resist adversarial threats. Unlike conventional methods that attack the model directly, our approach sources adversarial perturbations from higher-level tasks and integrates them into the training of new tasks. This strategy aims to increase both the robustness and the adversarial diversity of the datasets. Through extensive empirical testing, we showcase the superiority of our data augmentation strategy over existing leading methods in enhancing adversarial robustness. This is particularly evident in our evaluations using Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) attacks with $l_2$ and $l_{\infty}$ norms on datasets such as CIFAR10, CIFAR100, SVHN, MNIST, and FashionMNIST.

1. Introduction

The research in the field of adversarial robustness for deep learning aims to increase the robustness of models to adversarial attacks [3,6,10]. These attacks are deliberate attempts to trick a model by purposefully introducing undetectable perturbations to the input data, leading the algorithm to misclassify or make inaccurate predictions [1,8]. Applications like autonomous vehicles [34], medical diagnosis [2,33], and fraud detection [7] are all susceptible to adversarial attacks, which can have major repercussions. Thus, it has become crucial to conduct research on increasing the adversarial robustness of deep learning models in order to make such systems safe and useful in real settings.

Due to deep neural network’s susceptibility to adversarial attacks, adversarial robustness has grown to be a crucial research area in deep learning (DL) [1,4,9,15]. As matter of fact, it has been demonstrated again and again that DL models are susceptible to adversarial instances, which are intentionally constructed inputs that can lead the model to produce wrong predictions [24]. Although several proposals for mitigating adversarial risks for DL models have been investigated [20,23], there is still a need for enhanced robustness in many settings.

Delta Data Augmentation (DDA) (Fig. 1), our proposal, aims to handle the crucial problem of transfer robustness in deep learning and improve adversarial robustness. When there is a lack of labeled data, our approach to transfer robustness requires only a pre-trained model from one dataset, which we then apply, along with the acquired knowledge, to another model and dataset. By incorporating perturbations sampled from trained models that are resistant to adversarial attacks, DDA is designed to improve transfer robustness. The proposed DDA method focuses on collecting adversarial perturbations from upstream tasks rather than attacking the model directly. By using these perturbations in data augmentation for downstream tasks, the approach aims to enhance the adversarial diversity and robustness of the training datasets.

In a well-studied domain with existing datasets, researchers may have developed specialized techniques to enhance robustness, such as adversarial training [3,15]. However, when dealing with brand-new datasets and there is a constraint in the training budget, these established methods may not directly apply, or they may require significant adaptation and fine-tuning. Adding these constraints usually involves the following: i) Generating adversarial examples, which entails creating input data that looks normal but is designed to fool the model; ii) Adversarial training, the model on both regular and adversarial examples, which requires additional computational power and time; and finally, iii) Hyperparameter tuning, which means fine-tuning the model’s parameters to balance between natural accuracy (performance on clean data) and robust accuracy.
Figure 1. Overview of Delta Data Augmentation (DDA). A method for data augmentation to enhance adversarial robustness through sampling adversarial perturbations $\delta \in \Delta$ from upstream trained robust models (e.g. ImageNet) and applying them to downstream training datasets (e.g. CIFAR10). Our method benefits from extracting adversarial perturbations and applying them to training datasets to enhance robustness.

The traditional adversarial training approach might fail with new datasets for several reasons, including a lack of prior knowledge of robust methods tailored to the specific data \cite{18, 22}, making effective training strategy development potentially prohibitively expensive. Additionally, striking the right balance between maintaining high accuracy on clean data and ensuring robustness against adversarial attacks can be particularly challenging when faced with unknown data characteristics and limited resources \cite{32}. Therefore, reducing this gap between accuracy and robustness is still an open research problem \cite{19, 29, 31}. On the other hand, DDA boosts adversarial robustness by using perturbations from models trained against adversarial attacks. Instead of direct model attacks, it gathers adversarial perturbations from complex tasks, integrating them into subsequent training and reducing the complexity of adversarial training for a specific dataset.

Given its design, our approach can incorporate samples that have been generated by the addition of perturbations of previous datasets, leading to more diverse training examples that can better reflect the heterogeneity of the target dataset. Compared to other approaches in the literature (Table 1), such as RandAugment \cite{13}, AutoAugment \cite{12} and AugMix \cite{17}, DDA does not require additional labeled data or knowledge of the target dataset. Instead, it makes use of the robust model’s acquired knowledge to produce perturbations that are pertinent to the target domain.

The contributions of this work are:

- A novel data augmentation method based on adversarial attacks and transfer learning to enhance model robustness downstream tasks.
- The implementation of a pipeline for adversarial defense method to include adversarial examples in training without performing adversarial training.

Using perturbations from previous datasets, the DDA approach increases training variety. It outperforms RandAugment, AutoAugment, and AugMix by using the knowledge of a robust model without requiring more data. DDA’s primary contributions combine adversarial attacks with transfer learning and create an efficient adversarial defensive system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the related work on the adversarial robustness problem. In Section 3, we describe the proposed method. We first explain the adversarial training procedure and then explain the generation of adversarial perturbations for transfer robustness. Next, we discuss the design choices we made for DDA for sampling adversarial perturbations. In Section 4, we detail the experimental setup used for implementing the models. In Section 5, we discuss the performance obtained by using DDA. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions and discusses future work.

2. Related Work

The creation of reliable and accurate models is crucial in the fast-moving field of computer vision. However, the requirement for large, varied, and representative datasets is one of the main difficulties faced by researchers and practitioners when training such models. The idea of data augmentation comes into play here. Data augmentation is a potent approach that, without the need for further data collection, artificially increases the size and diversity of a dataset. In addition to increasing the amount of training data, this exposes the model to a greater variety of variances, which aids in its ability to generalize.

Finding the ideal augmentation strategy is still an open research subject. The choice of augmentation strategies, their parameters, and their application can considerably affect how
well a model can perform. For instance, the work in [12] introduces a method known as AutoAugment. This method automatically seeks better data augmentation strategies tailored to image classification tasks. A search algorithm is used in this approach to identify the best policy, which is composed of sub-policies that perform image processing operations such as translation, rotation, and shearing. RandAugment is another recently proposed DA augmentation approach [13]; this method introduces an automated data augmentation strategy that can be applied across different datasets and tasks, without additional search steps. Similarly, AugMix [17] is designed to improve the robustness and uncertainty of image classifiers. This technique makes use of a wide range of augmentation operations, such as translation, rotation, and shearing, that are drawn from AutoAugment’s large library. AugMix stands out due to its “mixing” technique, which combines several augmentation chains in a weighted way to provide augmented images that are more thorough and varied than a single training set.

These methods of advanced data augmentation have shown promise in enhancing model robustness against unpredictable data shifts. However, despite these advancements, the challenge of achieving adversarial robustness with data augmentation techniques remains. Therefore, data augmentation still plays a pivotal role in the research for truly robust and reliable models.

3. Methodology

In deep learning, the term adversarial robustness describes a model’s capacity to continue operating effectively even in the minimum engineered changes to the input data intended to trick the model [4]. Let \( X \) be the set of possible input data, and let \( Y \) be the set of possible output labels. A supervised learning model can be represented as a function \( f : X \rightarrow Y \) that maps input data to output labels. Adversarial examples can be generated by adding a small perturbation \( \delta \) to the input data \( x \), such that \( x' = x + \delta \). The perturbation is typically constrained to have a small \( \ell_p \)-norm, where \( p \) is a positive integer (e.g., \( p = 2 \) corresponds to the Euclidean distance).

The utilization of adversarial examples as a means of data augmentation during the training phase constitutes a technique referred to as Adversarial Training. This technique aims to enhance the robustness of deep learning models against adversarial examples.

3.1. Adversarial Examples

Let \( x \in X \) be an input data vector and \( y \in Y \) be its corresponding label. The loss function is typically defined as the cross-entropy loss between the predicted output of the model and the true label (Eq. [1]).

\[
L(f_\theta(x), y) = -\sum_{i=1}^{|Y|} y_i \log f_\theta(x)_i, \quad (1)
\]

where \( f_\theta(x)_i \) is the \( i \)-th output of the model for input \( x \).

To generate an adversarial perturbation \( \delta \) for input \( x \), the first step is to compute the \( \delta \) that maximizes the loss function (Eq. [2], subject to a constraint on the \( \ell_p \)-norm of the perturbation, such that \( |\delta|_p \leq \epsilon \). In adversarial attacks, \( \epsilon \) is a parameter used to define a constraint on the magnitude of the perturbation that can be applied to the input data \( x \).

\[
\delta = \text{arg max}_{\delta} L(f_\theta(x + \delta'), y), \text{ s.t. } |\delta|_p \leq \epsilon \quad (2)
\]

One approach to generating adversarial examples is to use an iterative optimization algorithm such as the Fast Gradient Descent Method (FGSM) [15] or Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) [24] to compute a perturbation.

The resulting adversarial example \( x + \delta \) is then added to the original training data and its corresponding label \( y \), creating an augmented training dataset. Then, the empirical risk over the augmented training data is used as the final objective function for adversarial training, as shown in Equation [3]

\[
\min_\theta \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} L(f_\theta(x_i + \delta_i), y_i), \quad (3)
\]

where \( m \) is the size of the training data, and \( (x_i + \delta_i, y_i) \), are pairs of adversarial training examples.

Additionally, the accuracy under adversarial attacks (Robust Accuracy) is the most commonly used metric to evaluate the robustness of a model [24]. This metric determines the percentage of correctly classified examples under a particular attack. Similarly, the robustness radius is a metric that measures the maximum magnitude of adversarial perturbation that a model can withstand [10]. Moreover, minimum distortion is a metric that assesses the minimum magnitude of adversarial perturbation needed to fool a model [5].

3.2. Delta Data Augmentation (DDA)

Transfer Learning (TL) is a technique used in deep learning to transfer knowledge learned from one model to another [31]. In TL, a pre-trained model is used as a starting point for a new model rather than beginning from scratch [19]. For this, \( g_\phi : X' \rightarrow Y' \) is a pre-trained model parameterized by \( \phi \), where \( X' \) and \( Y' \) may or may not be the same as \( X \) and \( Y \). The goal of transfer learning is to initialize the parameters of \( f_\theta \) using the pre-trained parameters \( \phi \) and then fine-tune \( f_\theta \) using a small amount of data from the new task [30]. Then, transfer robustness of \( g_\phi \) is defined as the ability of \( f_\theta \) to maintain its performance on a new task under adversarial attacks when initialized with the pre-trained parameters \( \phi \).
Algorithm 1 Delta Data Augmentation

Require: Pre-trained Robust Model $M_A$, Dataset $D$, length of adversarial samples $k$
Ensure: Augmented Dataset $\hat{D}$

1: Attack model $M_A$ with PGD
2: Select the images that fooled model $M_A$
3: Sample $k$ effective adversarial images
4: Extract in $\Delta \leftarrow k$ the effective perturbations
5: Resize $\Delta$ for $D$ image size
6: for $x_i \in D_{train}$ do
7: Randomly select a perturbation $\delta \sim \Delta$
8: Apply perturbation on original image $\hat{x}_i \leftarrow x_i + \delta$
9: end for

Now, instead of using pre-trained parameters, we look for transfer adversarial perturbations that are effective on a larger and more complex model.

Following this notion, a model may enhance its performance by incorporating a greater variety of data into the training phase [28]. The augmentation of training data via adversarial examples can result in an improvement in model generalization. Nevertheless, adversarial training is a computationally demanding and time-consuming undertaking. One approach to address the challenges of adversarial training is the use of universal adversarial perturbations [9, 25].

These perturbations can be generated once and applied to any image, which makes the process more efficient compared to generating adversarial examples for each image individually. Incorporating such perturbations into the training data can enhance model robustness and improve its generalization performance [28]. However, generating these perturbations can also be a computationally demanding task.

Instead of attacking a model to create a set of adversarial examples, we propose to gather adversarial perturbations by attacking upstream model tasks (e.g. ImageNet [14]). This approach will yield sample adversarial noise that is effective across other models. In our proposed training pipeline (Alg. 1), we aim to collect adversarial noise $\delta$ and apply it to downstream tasks in a data augmentation fashion. We call this method Delta Data Augmentation (DDA) (Fig. 1). In DDA, a pre-trained robust model that is trained on an upstream task, such as ImageNet Classification, is used to sample adversarial perturbations $\delta$ given an adversarial attack. The objective of this process is to obtain a representative sample of perturbations that reflects the same underlying structure, which can be used to make downstream training datasets more adversarially diverse and thus more robust.

We evaluated our Delta Data Augmentation (DDA) method’s efficacy using a shortened evaluation procedure. This involved creating adversarial perturbations $\delta$ from a robust upstream model, using these on downstream datasets, and contrasting baseline models’ robust and natural accuracies before and after DDA. We also compared DDA’s effectiveness with conventional augmentation methods and tested the improved DDA models against a range of adversarial approaches. With the least amount of typical trade-offs associated with adversarial training, this thorough examination attempted to demonstrate how DDA might improve model robustness against a variety of adversarial perturbations intensities.

Thus, DDA can collect and create more complex transformations on data rather than traditional techniques, (rotation, scaling, flipping, etc.). Furthermore, the training time used for data augmentation of model $B$ is reduced due to the absence of adversarial training, and the gap between natural accuracy and robust accuracy is minimized as we avoid learning explicit adversarial perturbations, preventing overfitting to specific types of adversarial attacks.

4. Model Configuration

We set up the models in our work to evaluate how well our Delta Data Augmentation (DDA) technique improves adversarial robustness. We used an architecture known as ResNet18, which is well-known for its effectiveness and performance on a range of image recognition applications. Using both $L_2$ and $L_\infty$ norms with a variety of epsilon values: 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 for $L_2$ and 1/255, 2/55, 4/255, 8/255, 16/255 for $L_\infty$, adversarial perturbations were applied to this model using Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) adversarial attacks.

Then, to replicate a range of adversarial scenarios, these perturbations were applied to the training datasets of downstream tasks, such as CIFAR10, CIFAR100, SVHN for RGB datasets, and MNIST and FashionMNIST for single-channel datasets. Under the same training conditions, our DDA method was tested against popular data augmentation methods including RandAugment, AutoAugment, and AugMix, as well as a baseline scenario without any data augmentation. The goal of this comparison investigation was to show how much better DDA is at preparing models for fighting against adversarial attacks while preserving or improving their performance on common benchmark datasets.

5. Experimental Setup

In our Delta Data Augmentation (DDA) approach, we leverage the capabilities of PyTorch [27] for training Model $B$, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Specifically, we utilize a ResNet18 [16] architecture pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [14] for this purpose. To enhance the robustness of Model $B$, we introduce perturbations extracted from an adversarially robust Model $A$. This model, proposed in [30] and implemented in the RobustBench python package [11], has been shown to be effective in defending against adversarial attacks, particularly the PGD attack, despite its slightly lower accuracy.
Figure 2. Natural accuracy ($\epsilon = 0$), and Robust accuracy ($\epsilon > 0$) results for PGD with $l_\infty$ (2a) and $l_2$ (2b) on CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and SVHN datasets, compared with RandAugment, AutoAugment, AugMix, No Data Augmentation, and DDA (ours), trained with ResNet18.

on ImageNet. The authors of [30] have demonstrated that models trained to be robust against adversarial attacks often surpass their standard-trained counterparts in transfer learning tasks.

To integrate this robustness into Model B, we apply the methodology described by Eq. 4, where $X_B$ denotes the training images for Model B, and $\delta_A$ represents the perturbations extracted from Model A under PGD attack conditions:

$$X'_B = X_B + \delta_A$$

(4)

Here, $X'_B$ denotes the augmented training images for Model B, which are obtained by combining the initial training images $X_B$ with the adversarially determined perturbations $\delta_A$. Through this approach, Model B is exposed to more data during its training phase and also gains a significant boost in resistance against adversarial attacks. As a result, its performance and robustness are improved in a way that is informed by Model A’s adversarial resilience.

We compare our method against three common and popular data augmentation techniques: RandAugment [13], AutoAugment [12] and AugMix [17]. Also, we developed a baseline on ResNet18 by standard training with no data augmentation at all. All models were trained with cross-entropy loss, and Adam optimizer with 0.001 as a starting learning rate and 30 epochs (Fig. 2).

Following Algorithm 1 in DDA, we determine the value of $k$ by conducting a series of preliminary experiments aimed at optimizing the balance between the diversity of perturbations and computational efficiency. Through these experiments, we observed that a value of $k = 50$ perturbations strikes an optimal balance, providing a sufficiently diverse set of perturbations to enhance model robustness without imposing excessive computational demands. These $k$ perturbations ($k = 50$ by default) are randomly sampled from $\delta_A$ from an upstream pre-trained model A trained on dataset $X_A$. Subsequently, we apply these perturbations to the downstream training dataset $X_B$ for model B. This approach ensures that the downstream model B benefits from the ro-
AugMix, No Data Augmentation, and DDA (ours), trained with various data augmentation methods, with the same configuration as RGB datasets. In Table 1, we report the average and standard deviation on three runs of experiments. These attacks are performed on \( l_2 \)-norm and \( l_\infty \)-norm using the implementations of torchattacks [21].

The comparison of accuracy across various data augmentation techniques reveals that DDA performs better than the others in terms of robust accuracy against PGD with several \( \epsilon \) for \( l_\infty \) and \( l_2 \). Particularly, DDA outperforms other approaches in terms of robust accuracy, achieving values on ResNet18 of 8.94% and 3.73% for PGD attack with \( \epsilon = 0.5 \) for \( l_2 \) and \( \epsilon = 4/255 \) for \( l_\infty \) respectively. In particular, for the SVHN dataset, the results are remarkable, for ResNet18 and PGD with \( l_2 \) our method surpasses the state-of-the-art.

DDA achieves an improvement with best-related method of 3.30%, 8.83%, 8.50% and 4.35% for \( \epsilon \in \{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5\} \) respectively (Fig. 3). Also, for SVHN and PGD with \( l_\infty \) and \( \epsilon \in \{1/255, 2/255, 4/255, 8/255, 16/255\} \), our method beats the best-related method by 2.37%, 8.19%, 4.32%, 0.70%, and 0.05% respectively (Fig. 2). On the other hand, due to the design choices of DDA, it is not so successful when applied to non-RGB images.

### 6. Results

We test our method (Table 1) on the CIFAR10, CIFAR100, and SVHN datasets with natural accuracy and robust accuracy using Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) with 40 iterations. For all results, we report the robust accuracy average and standard deviation on three runs of experiments. In Table 1, we compare our method (DDA) with others in the state-of-the-art, such as RandAugment, AutoAugment, and AugMix. Also, "No DA" stands for a training method with no data augmentation at all. In bold are the best results, the standard deviation is also reported for 3 rounds of experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PGD Norm</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>No DA</th>
<th>RandAug</th>
<th>AutoAug</th>
<th>AugMix</th>
<th>DDA (ours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( l_2 = 0.5 )</td>
<td>CIFAR10</td>
<td>6.48±0.63%</td>
<td>7.64±0.54%</td>
<td>6.42±0.54%</td>
<td>7.79±0.97%</td>
<td><strong>8.94 ± 0.69%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIFAR100</td>
<td>2.46±0.24%</td>
<td>3.23±0.25%</td>
<td>2.61±0.16%</td>
<td>2.84±0.34%</td>
<td><strong>4.06 ± 0.35%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVHN</td>
<td>5.77±1.03%</td>
<td>3.23±0.25%</td>
<td>11.21±0.80%</td>
<td>6.99±0.67%</td>
<td><strong>19.55 ± 2.37%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l_\infty = 4/255 )</td>
<td>CIFAR10</td>
<td>2.39±0.34%</td>
<td>2.95±0.32%</td>
<td>2.11±0.11%</td>
<td>3.55±0.74%</td>
<td><strong>3.73 ± 0.57%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIFAR100</td>
<td>1.27±0.21%</td>
<td>1.78±0.11%</td>
<td>1.39±0.20%</td>
<td>1.60±0.26%</td>
<td><strong>2.17 ± 0.33%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVHN</td>
<td>4.60±0.35%</td>
<td>11.91±1.23%</td>
<td>7.93±0.89%</td>
<td>6.16±0.27%</td>
<td><strong>16.23 ± 2.88%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Robust Accuracy (performance on adversarial data) results for ResNet18 under PGD adversarial attack with 40 iterations on \( l_2 = 0.5 \) and \( l_\infty = 4/255 \) for CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and SVHN datasets. We compare our method (DDA) with others in the state-of-the-art, such as RandAugment, AutoAugment, and AugMix. Also, "No DA" stands for a training method with no data augmentation at all. In bold are the best results, the standard deviation is also reported for 3 rounds of experiments.
For MNIST and FashionMNIST datasets, DDA achieves competitive results although is not designed for this kind of single-channel datasets.

### 6.1. Ablation Studies

To prove DDA works and is independent of model size, we test our method on different configurations (Table 2). The main goal is to determine whether DDA's effectiveness is limited to a particular network size. To achieve this, we test our approach using the same condition settings shown in (Fig. 2), but with ResNet50 as the network architecture instead of ResNet18. Here, we show the comparison of DDA with a larger model (ResNet50). It can be seen the performance is similar across all datasets, showing that our method does not depend on the model size.

Similarly, we test our method on single-channel datasets with ResNet50 (Fig. 5). Although DDA is not significantly better than state-of-the-art, it has competitive results. We argue our method gets the most advantage on RGB datasets, due to the extraction of perturbations from RGB datasets (e.g. ImageNet). In other words, the transferring of adversarial robustness is not capturing well enough from the three-channel domains to single-channel domains. The extensive testing on various scenarios showed that DDA's performance holds across diverse network architectures.

Additionally, we used ResNet50 to evaluate the effectiveness of our technique on single-channel datasets. Although the findings weren’t noticeably better than those of cutting-edge techniques, DDA nevertheless produced decent outcomes.

### 6.2. Discussion

The comparison of ResNet18 and ResNet50 and PGD attacks with various $\epsilon$ attack intensities demonstrates that the robustness of the model is significantly impacted by the choice of attack strength (Fig. 2, 4). As expected given that greater attacks bring larger perturbations that are more challenging to recover from, our results indicate that stronger
attacks result in lower robust accuracies. The results, however, also indicate some space for improvement, particularly in the transfer of adversarial robustness from three-channel domains to single-channel domains, which did not seem to be effectively recorded. As a result, there is now a promising path for further study to improve the resilience and versatility of DDA. Overall, the findings imply that DDA is a successful technique for boosting the robustness of deep neural networks against adversarial attacks. The suggested method can be used to increase the robustness of models in a variety of applications and is simple to integrate into current training pipelines.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In our research, we introduce Delta Data Augmentation (DDA), a technique for improving transfer robustness through the utilization of perturbations gathered from models trained to withstand adversarial attacks. Rather than attacking the model directly, this method collects adversarial perturbations from more complex tasks. By weaving these perturbations into the training process of later tasks, we aim to enhance both the robustness and adversarial diversity within the datasets.

We compared a variety of data augmentation strategies, such as DDA, RandAugment, AutoAugment, AugMix, and Standard Training with No Data Augmentation, to examine the performance of various adversarial attack methods on the CIFAR10, CIFAR100, SVHN, MNIST, and FashionMNIST datasets. Our findings demonstrated that our approach performed better than or equal to state-of-the-art approaches in terms of adversarial robustness. DDA improves the transferability of robustness against adversarial attacks by reducing the gap between natural and robust accuracy.

Interestingly, with its unique approach and potential, DDA opens up avenues for further investigations of the extraction of adversarial perturbations for improving training datasets. Future studies can further enhance our findings by employing DDA on a broader spectrum of robust pre-trained models for extracting perturbations. This will provide a more comprehensive understanding of its performance capabilities against a diverse array of adversarial attacks. Additionally, it will be instructive to observe how DDA fared against increasingly sophisticated hostile attacks. This investigation may pave the way for improving the defense mechanisms of machine learning models, strengthening their resistance to novel adversarial dangers.

As a result of our research, it is possible to significantly improve the adversarial robustness of machine learning systems by including adversarial perturbations in training datasets, such as DDA.
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